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The Union Government made a definite promise to our distingui-
shed countryman that they would remove the tax. And yet, during
the last session of Parliament, they broke the promise.
Who can say that the local Indian community have decided
a second too soon upon passive resistance? It would have been
proper at any moment. It is doubly so at this moment. If our
readers only knew, as we know, how this breach of faith, this fail-
ure to remove the tax, has shaken Mr. Gokhale and how, in spite
of strong medical advice, he decided to return to India to rouse
the Government and the people to action, and what extraordinary
pressure was brought to bear upon him to induce him to postpone
his departure from England, every Indian would let every con-
sideration of self go and fight for the removal of this tax even
unto death. It is a simple, primary duty every Indian in South
Africa owes to his country, to Mr. Gokhale and to the poor men
•who are the victims of gold hunger on the part of the employers
of indentured Indian labour.
Indian Qpwon, 24-9-1913
140. WHAT APPEAL BOARDS STAND FOR
Tke JVizld! Mercuy, in a leaderette, offers the opinion that the
Appeal Boards are a distinct advantage to the Indians because one
or two men have been successful in their appeals. This would
be true if the Appeal Boards had taken the place of something worse.
But the facts are that they are dealing with a situation that did
not eadst before. That is to say, before the Act was passed, men who
were undisputed possessors of their domicile certificates re-entered
as a matter of right Now the Act has nullified the effect of these
certificates and created work for the Boards which reject the
majority of cases, which formerly were quite safe and then grant
one or two. Thus the law, having deprived the community of all
its rights, allows Appeal Boards to restore some* If, for this mercy,
sbc has to be thankful, one ought also to thank a thief who restores
part of stofen property. Of course, we have nothing to say against
the Boards as suck Indeed, the appointment of Mr. Binns and
Mr. Maurice Evans is unexceptionable. But the best judge is of
no ose, if he is appointed merely to act as an anaesthetic acts when
a patient has to undergo a severe operation resulting in the loss of
» Hmb. And the analogy is somewhat too flattering for the Govern-
moat* In the latter case, the patient submits to the operation

